
November 13, 2023 

 
 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing this letter of reference for services for The Parker K9 Group. Our company 

has been working with William Parker since 2016 on consistent and constant training of 

our canines and canine handlers. The training surrounds numerous explosive materials, 

ranging from everyday household items to complex chemical explosives. The Parker K9 

Group has also helped us expand our program to include firearm detection canines (Vapor 

Wake), building the program from ground zero to where it is to date. The Parker K9 

Group offers high quality services, and we can confidentially say that we have always 

been satisfied with their services. 

One of the trainings that our team has been able to participate with, exposed them to 

different situations in a different environment that not every Canine trainer would have 

been able to explore unless you have had the right connections and experience to set the 

stage for that particular training. The quality and attention to detail that the company has 

and the feedback that is given is invaluable to our team making us a robust canine 

program in the private sector like no other. We have garnered that reputation because of 

the knowledge and the experience of The Parker K9 Group. 

I would highly recommend The Parker K9 Group for any canine training needs. The 

Parker K9 Group always explore the best way to ensure the program is top notch, but also 

keep the business acumen in mind. The Parker K9 Group was able to take green dogs and 

develop them into some of the best Vapor Wake dogs we have seen, thus saving the 

business thousands of dollars by training them from scratch opposed to purchasing them 

already trained. Thanks to the success of the program and training provided by The 

Parker K9 Group we have expanded our program from 3 canines to 6 canines, to include 

a championship win in our inaugural East Region Canine competition.  
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To summarize it all, The Parker K9 Group is the best in the business by far. Not to 

mention that The Parker K9 Group is 1 out 3 companies sanctioned by Auburn University 

to train Vapor Wake teams. You can not go wrong with The Parker K9 Group. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Marcus Taylor 

Chief of Security – MGM National Harbor 

 

 


